**Writing**

All resources in the J2E Writing Folder

We have been learning about animal habitats – this week's writing is about an animal that is in a strange habitat!

1) Watch 'Something Fishy'. Retell the story to your family. When and where does the story take place? What do you think about the main character and why is she there? How is the character feeling? What lured her to look at the washing machine?

2) Make a comic strip to show the main events.

3) Make a list of adjectives to describe what is in the washing machine.

4) Write a diary from the main character explaining what happened – use some of the adjectives to make noun phrases (two or more adjectives together) to describe things.

**Reading**

All resources in the J2E Reading Folder

We would like you to use your Fiction Express Login and read Chapter 3 of 'Takeover'. You can also find this in the Reading folder on J2E. There are two versions – the Lite version is a bit easier.

Then answer the quiz questions on that chapter on the Fiction Express website.

We would also like you to read at least one of your school reading books.

Continue reading a bedtime book. Perhaps a grown-up could read this to you, or if you feel comfortable you could read some of it to them.

**Mathematics**

All resources in the J2E Maths Folder

3D shapes

This week we would like you to find out about 3D shapes!

Can you make some 3D shapes with your Lego or can you find some 3D shapes around your home / garden? Record how many edges, vertices and corners they have, just like this video.

Play:


**Spellings**

All resources in the J2E SPAG Folder

Rainbow write the words in your favourite colours. Quickwrite – how many times can you write each word in 30 seconds?

Grammar and Punctuation

Can you remember what the four different sentence types are?

We would like to have a go at some of the tasks on the All Four Sentence Types sheet in SPAG Folder on J2E.

**PE**

Are you doing Joe Wicks every morning and keeping super fit? He is on at 9am every day!

Put the Fire out!

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p03pcxlp

**Maths Fluency**

We would like you to practice your 5 and 3 x tables.

Your 3 x table is new! Good Luck!

Write them out and practice them every day!

Can you chant them?

You could use J2Blast to test yourself.
Learning Project – to be completed throughout the week

Science / Topic

Have you made your habitat? Perhaps you can ask an adult to help you upload a photo of it to J2E for your teachers to see? We would love that!

Now that you have made your habitat, we would like you to make an information leaflet to go with it. You leaflet needs to tell us all about your habitat. What animals live in your habitat and why? What the weather is like and what the animals eat?

Give your leaflet a clear front cover and make sure your name is on it. When we are back at school it would be brilliant to make a habitat showcase with everyone’s models and leaflets.

Additional learning resources parents may wish to access:

Check out the website links in the Home Learning Whole School folder in J2E – there are lots of resources for you to access, including,

- Audible free books for children
- Manchester Children’s University – Learn something new!
- World Books – a set of thousands of free online eBooks and audio books
- Classroom Secrets Kids – lots of resources across the curriculum
- The Body Coach Workouts for Kids – Youtube PE workout routines for children!
- Twinkl - parents can access these resources using the offer code UKTWINKLHELP.